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DENSITY POINTS AND BI-LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS IN Rm

ZOLTÁN BUCZOLICH

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. If A , B c Rm and / is a bi-Lipschitz function mapping A onto

B then density or dispersion points of A are mapped exactly onto density or

dispersion points of B , respectively.

Introduction

W. F. Pfeffer asked the author about how density points of Lebesgue mea-

surable sets are transformed by bi-Lipschitz mappings. We call a mapping /

bi-Lipschitz if / and f~l are both Lipschitz. By some authors bi-Lipschitz

mappings are called lipeomorphisms, we prefer the term bi-Lipschitz since in

our opinion it sounds much better. In this paper we prove that density and

dispersion points are preserved by bi-Lipschitz mappings. If / and f~x are

defined on Rm then this statement is an easy exercise in measure theory. As-

sume that the bi-Lipschitz function / is defined on the set ^cR™ and maps

A onto ficRm. Then it is still easy to prove that dispersion points of A are

mapped into dispersion points of B. The statement about density points is

more involved. Unfortunately, in general one cannot find a bi-Lipschitz exten-

sion /: Rm —> Rm of /: A —> B and reduce the problem to the easy case. One

can only obtain by Kirszbraun's theorem a Lipschitz function / : Rm —► Rm

such that f\A = f and / is Lipschitz but not necessarily bi-Lipschitz. The

most difficult part of our proof is related to the range of / and is of topological

nature. If the range of / contains large holes then it might happen that a den-

sity point is transformed into a nondensity point. To be more precise assume

that p e A is a density point of A and denote by B(p, r) the ball centered at

p and of radius r > 0. One has to show that f(p) = f(p) e B is a density

point of B . To prove this we have to show that the range of / cannot contain

big holes near f(p). In fact we shall prove that there exists a c > 0 such that

c depends only on the Lipschitz properties of / and that f(B(p , r)) contains

a relatively big ball, namely,  B(f(p), cr) c f(B(p, r)), whenever r > 0 is

sufficiently small.
_
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We also remark that the almost every version of our theorem, that is, almost

every density points are mapped into density points, follows easily from the

result about dispersion points and Lebesgue's density theorm. The point in our

theorem is that we prove our result about all density points.

We conclude the introduction by pointing out that Theorem 1 implies that

each bi-Lipschitz function maps the essential boundary of its domain onto the

essential boundary of its image. This corollary of Theorem 1 motivated Pfeffer's

original question. In conjunction with [F, Theorem 4.5.11] the above corollary

implies that the bi-Lipschitz image of a Caccioppoli set is again a Caccioppoli

set. The usual proof of this fact rests on interpreting Caccioppoli sets as integral

currents—a technique substantially more involved than that of the present paper

(cf. [F, Chapter 4]).

Preliminaries

By Rm we denote the zn-dimensional Euclidean space. If x e Rm we denote

by ||x|| the distance of x e Rm from the origin, that is, \\x\\ = Jj2?=x xf ■ The

ball in Rm centered at p and of radius r is denoted by B(p, r), and its

boundary the sphere is denoted by S(p, r). By int(A) we denote the interior

of the set A cRm . The zn-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the measurable

set A is denoted by X(A). If A c Rm is Lebesgue measurable, then p e Rm

is called a density point of A whenever

lim X(B(p ,r)HA) = j
r-o    X(B(p,r))

Dispersion points of a measurable set A are the density points of the comple-

ment of A. Recall that if A c Rm is measurable then by Lebesgue's density

theorem almost every point of Rm is either a density or a dispersion point of

A.
If A, B c Rm then the function /: A —> B is Lipschitz with constant L

if \\f(x) - f(y)\\ < L\\x — y\\ for x, y £ A . The function mapping A c Rm
onto B c Rm is bi-Lipschitz with constants L and I! if both / and /~ ' are

Lipschitz with constants L and L', respectively.

We recall Ascoli's theorem and its corollary (see [R, Appendix A, A5, p. 369]).

Theorem A. Suppose X is a compact space, C(X) is the sup-normed Banach

space of all continuous complex functions on X, and O c C(X) is pointwise

bounded and equicontinuous. More explicitly,

(a) sup{|/(x)| : / e <t>} < oo for every x e X, and

(b) If' e > 0, every x £ X has a neighborhood V such that \f(x)-f(y)\ < e

for all y £ V and all /e$.

Then O is totally bounded in C(X).

Corollary of Theorem A. Since C(X) is complete, the closure of <D is compact

and every sequence in O contains a uniformly convergent subsequence.

We also remark that in our paper we need only the special case when X

is a closed disk of Rm and the functions are real valued. One can obviously

generalize Theorem A for mappings of Rm into Rm , by applying the original

version of Theorem A to the coordinate functions.

We also recall Kirszbraun's theorem [F, Theorem 2.10.43].
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Theorem B. If F c Rm and f: F —> Rm is a Lipschitz function with constant

L then there exists a Lipschitz function g: Rm —> Rm with constant L such that

f = g on F.

For the topological part of the proof of our lemma we recall the following

well-known topological fact [HW, Chapter IV, §2, B), p. 40].

Theorem C. Given p e Rm, and r > 0, there exists no continuous mapping f

of B(p , r), in S(p, r) that keeps each point of S(p , r) fixed.

We also need Brouwer's Theorem on the Invariance of Domain [HW, Chapter

VI, §6, Theorem VI 9, p. 95].

Theorem D. Let X be an arbitrary subset of Rm and h a homeomorphism of

X on another subset h(X) of Rm . Then if x is an interior point of X, h(x)

is an interior point of h(X).

The main result

In this section we state Theorem 1 and a lemma. Then we prove Theorem 1

from the lemma, and finally we prove the lemma.

Theorem 1. Suppose that A and B are measurable subsets of Rm , the function

f maps A onto B and f is bi-Lipschitz with constants L and I!. Then f

maps density or dispersion points of A into density or dispersion points of B,

respectively.

Remark. We assumed in Theorem 1 that / is defined only on A and the

statement in this case is true only about the density or dispersion points that

belong to A. On the other hand, if p belongs to the closure of A then one

can select p„ e A with limn—ooP,, = p, and letting f(p) = lin\n^oo f(Pn),

one can obtain an extension of / onto Ap = A U {p} . It is easy to see that

this extension of / is well defined and bi-Lipschitz. Furthermore Ap and A

have the same density points. A similar statement is true about B and Bfip) =

B\J{f(p)} . Applying our theorem for f, Ap , and Bp , we obtain that if p was

a density or dispersion point of cl(A)\A then one can find f(p) £ cl(B)\B,

which respectively is a density or dispersion point of B .

Lemma. Suppose that Fn cfl(0, 1) and

(1) limX(F„)=X(B(0,l)).
«—>oo

Also suppose that f„: B(0, 1) —> Rm such that

(2) /„(0) = 0, zz = l,2,...;

and each f„ is Lipschitz with constant L that does not depend on n . Further-

more we assume that f„~x is well defined on fn(F„) for every « = 1,2,... and

is Lipschitz with constant L' where again I! does not depend on n . Then

(3) lim X(fn(B(0, l))n/?(0, l/L'))=X(B(0, l/L')).
n—Kx

Proof of Theorem 1. We start with the easy part of the theorem, namely, by

proving that dispersion points are mapped into dispersion points.

Assume that p £ A is a dispersion point. Then

(A\ lim KAnB{p,r))
4) llm —TTrJT-ü— = °-

r-o    X(B(p, r))
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Put q = fip) £ B. We have to show that q is a dispersion point of B.

Since / is bi-Lipschitz with constants L and L', we have f~x(B(q, r) n B)
C B(p,L'r). Assume that e > 0 is given and X(A n B(p, L'r)) < erm .

Then cover AnB(p,L'r) by balls B\,B'2, B'3, ... suchthat ÍfJÍX(B'i) <
2erm and B\ n A n 5(p, LV) # 0. Replace the balls B[, B'2, B'3, ... by
Bx, B2, B3, ... such that each #, is centered in An B(p, L'r) and B¡ c 5,

and A(£,-) < 2mX(B'¡). Then U//(^¿) covers B(q,r)nB and A(J(tf, /■)(!/?)<
£,-A(/(ß,)) < Lm Íli*(Bi) < Lm2m ¿ZiWi) < Lm2m2erm . Using (4) one can

let e —> 0 as r —> 0 and prove that q is a dispersion point of B .

The proof of the fact that density points are mapped into density points is

more involved. Assume that p e A is a density point and fip) = q. For

ease of notation we can assume that p = q = 0 ; indeed, by replacing / by

f{x + p) - q; A by A+ p , and B by B - q , we can reduce the general case

to this one. Therefore we have to show that q = 0 is a density point of B .

Since 0 is a density point of A , we have

X{AnB{0,r))
(5) S3    A(B(0,r))    =h

We have to show that 0 is also a density point of B. For a contradiction

assume that this is not the case, that is, there exist n > 0 and r„ > 0, r« —> 0

such that

(6) A(fin5(0,r„))<(l-f;)A(fi(0,rII))>        «=1,2,....

By Theorem B there exists a Lipschitz function </> : Rm —► Rm with constant L

such that 0|,4 = A\a ■ Therefore one can define the function tf>~x on B = /(/I)

by 0_1 = f~x . Obviously 4>~x is Lipschitz with constant L'.

Next we prove that

m ..Xi4>jB((},r)\A))
(7) ^      A(5(0,r))       =°-

From (5) it follows that

(8) limA(/?(0,r)V4)
W ■ r"o   A(£(0,r))

Using coverings of the set S(0, r)\J by balls and 4>(B(x, r)) c B(tf>(x), Lr),

it is a simple matter to verify that X(tp(B(0, r)\A)) < C ■ X(B(0, r)\A) with a
constant C depending only on the dimension. This and (8) imples (7).

Put

fl>n(x) = -¿-<l>((L,r„).x)\B{0A)     and     F„ = B(0, 1) n -±- ■ A.
L, rn L rn

Then (5) implies that lim„^oo X(F„) = X(B(0, 1 )). Furthermore it is easy to see

that 4>„(0) = 0 and <j>„ is Lipschitz with constant L for « =1, 2,... . The
definition of <j>„ implies that <f>„(F„) c (l/L'rn)-B . Thus we can define 4>~x on

4>n{Fn) by 4>~x = f-x{L'r„ • x)/L'rn. Obviously </>"' is Lipschitz on rp„(F„)

with constant L'. Therefore we can apply our lemma with /„ = tp„ , Fn =

F„, L = L, L' = L' and obtain that lim„^ooX(t(>„(B(0, I)) ni(0, 1/L')) =
A(fi(0, 1/L')). Thus

i™A(^(LV«-5(0'1))nß(0'z))=A(5(°'l))'
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that is,

¿H* (z7^A(0(jS(0'L>rn)) n B{0>rn)) = x {B (°' I )) •

Hence we obtain

(9] ,.     X{<KB{0,L'rn))nB{0,r„)) =

(  ' ■-«, A(5(0,r„)) ~   '

From (7) it follows that

Mm        q= „m *(<KB(0,L'r„)\A))        1 A(0(5(Q, L'rn)\A))
^        u     ¿i™,      X(B{0,L'rn)) L"» ¿zSo       A(5(0,z-„))

Since
A(0(5(O, L7„))n5(0, r„))-X((t>(B(0, L'r„)\A))

< A(0(5(O, Vrf) n BiO, r„))\<¡>{B{0, L'r„)\A))

< Xi^iA) n 5(0, rn)) = X(B n 5(0, rn)),

we obtain from (9) and (10) that

=   .     Xj(ßiBiQ,L'rn))nBiQ,rn))-X{tf>{BiO,L'rn)\A))

X(B(0,rn))

< lim ¿(^5(0,0)
-Ä    A(5(0,r„))     -1'

where the last inequality is obvious and implies that equality holds everywhere.

This contradicts (6) and hence proves our theorem,   o

Proof of the Lemma. For a contradiction assume that (3) is not true. Then there

exist a subsequence «' —> oo and an n > 0 such that

(11) X(fnfB(0, l))n/?(0, l/L'))<(l-z/)A(5(0, 1/L'))

for all n'. Since the functions /„- are Lipschitz with constant L they are, a for-

tiori, equicontinuous. Furthermore by (2), f„,{0) = 0 and we have f„fB(0, 1))

C 5(0, L), that is, the sequence fn> is uniformly bounded. Thus by Theorem

A and its Corollary there is a subsequence n" of zz' and a continuous function

/•: 5(0, 1) —► Rm such that /„" converges uniformly to /. For ease of nota-

tion in the sequel we assume that this subsequence zz" is denoted by n . Since

\\fn(x)-fn(y)\\ < L\\x-y\\, we have \\f{x)-f{y)\\ < lim^«, ||/n(jr)-/B(jz)|| <

L||x - v||, that is, / is Lipschitz with constant L .

Next we show that f~x is well defined on f(B(0, I)) and is Lipschitz with

constant L'. Take u = f(x), v = f(y), (x, y e 5(0, 1)), and ex > 0.

Choose N\ big enough such that for zz > Nx , by ( 1 ), we have B(x, ex)nF„ f 0 ,

B(y,ex)D F„¿0; furthermore, \\f{p) - fi„{p)\\ < sx for p e 5(0, 1). Fix an
n> Nx and select x' e S(x, ex)r\F„ and y' e Biy, ex)r\F„ . Put u' = f„(x'),

u" = fn(x), v' - fn(y'), and v" = f„(y). Since f„ is Lipschitz, we have

||m' - w"|| < L\\x' - x\\ < Lex and ||tz' - v"\\ < L\\y' - y\\ < Lex . Thus

II«' - v'\\ < \\u" - v"\\ + 2Le, . It follows from x, y' £ F„ that \\x' - y'\\ =

\\fif\W) - f„-x(v')\\ < L'\\u' - v'\\. Since \\x - x'\\ < ex and \\y - v'|| < e, ,
we have ||jc - y\\ < \\x' -y'\\ + 2e, . Therefore ||x - y|| < L'\\u' - v'\\ + 2ex <

L'(\\u" - v"\\ + 2Lex). Finally using that \\u" - u\\ = ||/„(x) - /(x)|| < e, and

\\v" -»II = \\fn(y) - f(y)\\ < £i , we obtain that

||x -y|| < L'(||m" - tz"|| + 2Le,) < L'(||zz -v\\ + 2ex+ 2Lex).
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Since £i > 0 can be arbitrarily small, it is implied that ||x-y||<L'||w-u||.

Thus for x, y £ 5(0, 1), x / y, f(x) = f(y) = u = v one would obtain

0 < ||x - y\\ < L'\\u - v\\ = 0. This is clearly impossible and hence f~x is well

defined on f(B(0, 1)). Furthermore, we showed that ||/_1(w) -/_1(u)ll <

L'\\u - v\\ for u, v £ /(5(0, 1)) ; and hence /|ß(o,i) is bi-Lipschitz with con-

stants L and L'. This also implies that / is a homeomorphism of the closed

set 5(0, 1) onto /(5(0, 1)). By Theorem D, applied to / and f~x , f maps
5(0, 1) onto the boundary of f(B(0, 1)). Since f~x is Lipschitz with con-

stant L', we obtain that dist(0, f(S(0, 1))) > 1/L' and hence 5(0, 1/L') c

fiB{0,ÍJ).
Put Hn = /„(5(0, 1)) n 5(0, 1/L') and Hn = 5(0, l/L')\H„ . We remark

that 5(0, 1) is compact and its continuous image f„(B(0, 1) is also compact.

Thus Hn is also compact and Hn is an open subset of 5(0, 1/L'). According

to (11) X(Hn) > z/A(5(0, 1/L')). Therefore one can choose e2 > 0 such that

(12) //„nint(5(O,(l-e2)/L'))^0.

For a fixed e3 > 0 choose a continuous function 4>: [0, 1/L'] -» [0, 1] such

that 4>{t) = 0 for t £ [0, ( 1 - e3)/L'], <¡>(t) = 1 for t e [( 1 - e3/2)/L', 1 /L')],
and 0 is linear on [(1 -£3)/L', (1 - e3/2)L']. If xe5(0, 1/L') put

0„(x) = <f>{\\x\\) • x + (1 - <p(\\x\\))-fnof-x(x).

Since /_1(x) e 5(0, 1), the function f„ o f~x(x) is well defined. Obviously

0„ is continuous. For a fixed £4 > 0 choose an N such that

(13) \\fN(x) - f(x)\\ < e4.

For any x e 5(0, 1/L') put x' = /_1(x). By using (13) we obtain

II/jv(x') - f{x')\\ < e4 , that is, \\fN o /"'(x) - x|| < £4 . Therefore

\\<í>N(x)-x\\ = \\tf>(\\x\\)-x + (l-c¡>(\\x\\))fNof-x(x)-x\\

= (1 - 4>{\\x\\))\\fNof-l{x) -x\\ < (1 - 0(||x||))£4 < £4.

Choose £3 = £2/2 and £4 = e3/4L', and an N e N for £4 .

It is obvious from (14) that for any x e 5(0, 1/L')\5(0, (1 - e3)/L') we

have <ÏV(x) e 5(0, 1/L')\5(0, (1 - ¡e3)/L>) c 5(0, 1/L')\5(0, (1 - e2)/L').
Thus whenever O/y maps an x from 5(0, 1/L') into 5(0, (1 -e2)/L'), it

follows that x e 5(0, (1 - £3)/L') and Ojv(x) = f„° f~[(x) ; that is,

0^(5(0, l/L'))n5(0,(l-£2)/L')

= ^(5(0,(l-£3)/L'))n5(0,(l-£2)/L')

= fN o r'(5(0, (1 - £3)/L')) n 5(0, (1 - £2)/L')

cfN{B{0, 1))H5(0, 1/L')

= Hn-

By (12) we can choose y e HN n int(5(0, (1 - e2)/L')). Recall that //# is

an open subset of 5(0, 1/L'), therefore, a small neighborhood L of y also

belongs to HNnB(0,(l -s2)/L'). Thus t/n^(B(0, 1/L')) c U f) HN = 0 ,

where we used that L c 5(0, (1 - £2)/L').
For any x e 5(0, 1/L') denote the half-line starting at y and passing

through <ï>/v(x) by lx . Denote by <I>(x) the intersection of lx with 5"(0, 1/L').
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Since Un<$N(B(0, 1/L')) = 0, the function O is well defined. By the continu-
ity of Q>N , O is continuous. If x e S(0, 1/L') then x = <&N(x) £ S(0, 1/L'),
and hence O(x) = x. Thus <I> is a continuous mapping of 5(0, 1/L') onto

5(0, 1/L') and O(x) = x for x e S(0, 1/L'). This contradicts Theorem B
and concludes the proof of the lemma.   D
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